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Tarta Relena at Europe House
Live 2021

Spanish duo Tarta Relena will perform at “Europe House Live,” a
virtual concert experience featuring over 20 performances in real
time by musicians in Europe.

On May 9, the Delegation of the European Union to the United States and the
Embassies of the EU Member States celebrate Europe Day, the founding moment
of today’s E.U. Festivities start with Europe House Live, a virtual concert
experience featuring over 20 performances brought to you in real time by
musicians in Europe.

European Union Ambassador to the United States Stavros Lambrinidis and E.U.
embassies –accompanied by the Master of Ceremonies, Italian-American actor,
activist, producer and UNICEF National Ambassador Alyssa Milano– will
inaugurate this month of celebrations.

ABOUT TARTA RELENA

Tarta Relena started performing in 2016 as a project by two singers to explore the
sounds of different styles of vocal music. Far from pretending to define what
traditional and Mediterranean is, Tarta Relena wants to perform a repertoire that
ranges from music of oral tradition to author songs that in one way or another are
related to the geographical area of the Mediterranean. In Tarta Relena
arrangements, the timbres of the two voices are linked or knotted, flow like water
or scratch like steppe; they move away in sharpened dissonances and later they
join.

MUSIC
ONLINE

Sat, May 08, 2021

Admission

Free. Register on Facebook

More information
Outside with EU
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